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letterfrom the | editor

The Coming
Tsunami for Testers...

M

obile devices like smart
phones, iPads, tablets,
etc…, are on the rise.
As you look around
you might think that
we have seen the peak of adoption
and usage but you would be wrong.
Mobile device usage and adoption
today only represent 5% of the
population. That means in the years
to come there is the potential of an
additional 90% increase in usage.
At STPCon in New Orleans this
past month, Matt Johnston, CMO
of uTest presented the stark reality
that QA teams and testers will be
facing another IT revolution, this
time in the form of mobile devices
and applications. Adoption of mobile
devices including smart phones and
tablets will triple to MORE THAN
2,500,000,000 devises. So what
does that mean for the tester and
QA team? It means there will be
pressure to test mobile applications
faster, across ever changing operating
systems, and carriers. Testing in the
QA lab will need to be supplemented
by what he called “In The Wild
Testing.” The bottom line reality is
that the mobile “revolution” has only
just begun.
Users that are adopting these
devices are utilizing them for
everything from GPS, social media
connections, music, games, pictures,
and staying connected to work.
Organizations are creating apps to
connect with this growing consumer
base to improve business prospects.
These smaller and lighter devices are
becoming preferred over the “heavy
and clunky” lap top. Who would have
thought just a few years back that
the laptop would be seen as too big,
bulky, and inconvenient?
The impact on testing is ten (billion)
fold. Testers will be testing apps
that they don’t control on platforms
that are constantly changing. As
developers continue to integrate
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“ The impact on testing
is ten (billion) fold.
Testers will be testing
apps that they don’t
control on platforms
that are constantly
changing.”

Richhand

these complex environments into the
organizations’ systems, the ability to
test will become extremely difficult.
The security of internal data systems
is paramount and will be critical to
test but there will be pressure to
integrate with this “wild west” of IT
complexity. Social networks, GPS, and
all of the “opportunities” offered by
this connected world, will force testers
and testing to change, or will it?
Testers will be facing challenges as
never before with what Matt called
SOLOMO, Social Localization and
Mobile. The testing matrix with all of
these new apps, devices, networks,
and operating systems in Matt’s
words “is insane.” So much for the
idea of “testing being dead.”

How to reach ST&QA
Letters to the editor may be sent to:
editor@softwaretestpro.com
About Software Test Professionals (STP)
STP provides more than 50,000 software
professionals with information, education, training
and professional networking opportunities.

My observation at the conference was
that no one really believes testing
is dead but it will definitely change.
But I would be more concerned if
things were not changing and these
discussions about the role of testing
were not taking place. Testing can be
as much an art as a science and this
new tsunami of devices and apps will
challenge every testing methodology
known to testers today. It will spark
new ways to test that we may not
have even considered to date.
Time will tell.
The feature in this edition is
“The Subjective Nature of Objective
Testing” by Robert Sabourin, Henrik
Andersson, and Rebecca Sanders.
I have included an excerpt from
my recent white paper “In The
Wild Testing”, which aligns with
my thoughts here. We also have
a number of additional articles
including, “Ever Been Fooled By
Performance Testing Results?” by
Mieke Gevers, “When Users Collide”
by Brian Noggle, “The Changing
World of APM” by Andreas Grabner,
SoLoMo: Or How I Learned to Stop
Worrying and Move Testing Into the
Wild by Matt Johnston, and the
staple “Ask The Expert” with a small
twist. This edition ATT is hosted by
Marlena Compton interviewing Matt
Heusser the regular host.
I hope you are making plans for
the ensuing testing tsunami. If there
was one thing many conference
attendees agreed on was that mobile
testing is here, growing, and will
pose new challenges to the tester and
QA team. I hope you are ready!

RichHand
Director of Membership & Publications

About ST&QA
ST&QA is published bi-monthly by STP (Jan,
Mar, May, July, Sept, Nov). It is a digital magazine
geared towards the software test and quality
assurance professional. Subscription to ST&QA
is an STP Pro Membership benefit. If you would like
to subscribe to ST&QA, visit softwaretestpro.com
and join the Pro Membership.
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The Subjective

Nature
of Objective Testing
Should Testers be Objective? Isn’t testing about objectivity?
Aren’t testers supposed to provide tons of objective information
to help stakeholders make important business decisions about
software projects?
Should Testers be Subjective? Doesn’t their opinion matter?
Aren’t testers being paid to apply their experience and expertise to
projects, products and technologies under development?
————————————
by RobertSabourin,
Henrik Andersson &
RebeccaSanders
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It Started in Seattle at CAST 2011

At CAST 2011 I attended Henrik Andersson’s handson workshop about the influence of context factors
on testing. Later Henrik equivocated on participating
in my tutorial about context-driven Just In Time
Testing. It looked as though we agreed on most points
until I rhetorically suggested that “the role of testing
is to provide massive objective information to help
stakeholders make good business decisions.”
Henrik challenged my flourish, suggesting that in
his experience the role of software testing was more
often to provide stakeholders with subjective
assessments of software.
We fundamentally agreed about the importance of
business, technological, organizational and cultural
context factors. But we questioned the relative value of
the subjective and objective nature of testing.
When I returned to Montreal I asked Rebecca Sanders,
a former student, and current colleague, to interview
both Henrik and me exploring the subjective and
objective aspects of software testing. This rich dialogue
continues and is helping us understand ways to apply a
tester’s subjective opinion and experiences while focusing
on what stakeholders really care about.

Project Headlights

Testing teams are often considered the headlights of a
software project. The role of such testing is to provide
objective information about aspects of product quality
and progress in a software project. But testing is
open-ended and intractable. Great testers rely on their
personal judgement, and hard-earned experience, to
focus testing and dynamically adapt to ever-changing
context factors. Context is driven by varied business,
technological, organizational and cultural factors.
This article explores how a tester can succeed by
finding a balance between objectivity and subjectivity in
different contexts.
The subjective tester relies on experience, blended with
context knowledge, to decide what really matters. What
part of a product should we focus on? What information
is important? What should we report to our stakeholders?
The objective tester relies on a rich understanding of
stakeholder quality information needs. Objective testers
have a crisp notion of technical risk. Objective testers
have models to understand what part of a product may
fail. Objective testers continuously explore potential
instabilities. Objective testers understand the potential
impact of failures.

Real-world Experiences

Robert Sabourin, Henrik Andersson and Rebecca
Sanders share their personal experiences in balancing
objectivity and subjectivity in complex projects driving
software testing. They understand that risks support
business goals, and they get solid software out the door
on time - on-quality and on-budget.

Perspective: Different Stokes for Different Folks

Six different testing perspectives are explored, with
examples from real software development projects.

Business-driven Projects

In this context the business achieves many important
goals using software. Software supports the business
but the business is not software. In these environments
business factors are paramount and stakeholders have
very little understanding of technical risks. Business
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goals are clear but stakeholders tend to focus on very
simple confirmatory notions. They do not understand
the limitations and risks associated with software
development. Testers must use their subjective
experience to decide what to focus on and to provide
stakeholders with relevant information.
Rebecca Sanders shares the following business-facing,
software-testing experience to demonstrate the value of
objectivity in risk management.
I worked as QA Lead on a feature for delivering
marketing promotions to a website. The main
stakeholder, who took on the role of product manager
for this feature, had a strong marketing background,
but lacked experience in software development.
Initially this product manager believed that the
purpose of testing was to “sign off” on releasing
the project. I saw the role of testing as providing
information on the state of the product that he could
use to help him make a release decision.
My approach was to use risk-based testing.
I gathered information from requirements
documentation and art, long threads of email lore,
and discussions with the product manager, developers
and designer. The exercise of generating test ideas
is objective in that I drew information from multiple
sources, but my subjective experience contributed to
determining what ideas I could generate.
The product manager, developers and I prioritized
test ideas based on business and technical risks.
I presented what each test would cover without
inserting my own values. Sometimes I needed to
explain to the product manager the potential impact
of failure of untested features. We prioritized what
tests we could complete in the available time and we
made sure that the product manager understood what
would and would not be tested.
Although the product manager was the main
business stakeholder, and he told us that reusability
was not important to him, we also knew that this
marketing framework was intended to be used across
other marketing promotions in the future. Reusability
was not important for immediate success, but it would
impact other stakeholders later if problems arose.
Other marketing stakeholders came forward close to
the release date with requests to use the promotional
framework. Having foreseen this possibility, we had
tested for reusability. Although the reusability bugs
were initially judged as low-priority, they became
higher-priority once these stakeholders revealed
themselves.
The test team needed to make subjective calls
about when and where to spend our time as the
situation evolved on the ground. Sometimes one area
of the product was too broken for deep testing to
provide value, in our subjective opinion, so we shifted
our attention. I reported to the product manager with
summaries of our status, including any blocking
issues, what we had tested so far, what we had not
tested yet, and a list of outstanding bugs.
The product manager would ask me: “Will this
promotion be ready to release on the date?” To answer
this, we held regular bug scrubs for the project; I
explained their purpose to the product manager,
and I explained that he had to be responsible for
deciding which bugs had to be fixed before release,
with input on impact from testing and development
to guide him. The developers estimated the effort
required to fix the bugs that the business stakeholder
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deemed important. With X fixes that required Y effort
to resolve and verify, we could provide a reasonable
answer regarding what could be fixed in the time we
had left.
The feature was delivered on the target date. It had
known bugs that the product manager could live
with for the initial release. By prioritizing objectively
based on the stakeholder’s values, while also using
subjective judgements to make adjustments as new
situations arose, we were able to focus on testing
priority items and make sure that bugs were dealt
with in accordance with the values of stakeholders.

Technology-Driven Projects

Start-up companies, without established markets,
are often driven by a small team of development
professionals with a great idea of how a software product
can meet some market need. These projects are driven by
technical people doing technical things. Wide and clear
understandings of technical risks exist but very little
business-facing knowledge is available.
In relating the following experience Henrik Andersson
shares a way he was able to draw out quality values to
help focus testing in a technology-driven environment.
Henrik was able to use subjectivity to drive testing.
In this example my role was to review how testing
was done. I was charged with identifying ways testing
could contribute value to projects. I started by asking
management, “Why invest in testing?” The response
was “to get a high-quality product.” I was concerned
with this clichéd response. What did management
actually mean?
Individual managers expressed differing views
on what a “quality product” really was. They used
the same words but implied very different values. I
needed a unified picture of what quality meant for
this company and this product. I decided to hold a
half-day workshop. I invited the COO, VP Sales, VP
Development, VP Marketing, Quality/Testing Director,
and Support Director.
My goal was to learn what “good-quality
products” meant. Before the workshop I interviewed
stakeholders individually to learn their personal
opinion of “good quality.”
At the workshop I presented quality characteristics
from ISO 9126-1 (Functionality, Reliability, Usability,
Efficiency, Maintainability and Portability) in order
to have an objective discussion framework. I briefly
described the categories. I asked stakeholders to rank
quality characteristics needed for product success.
There was no single, most important characteristic.
Stakeholders differed widely in rankings, but after
discussion the group eventually came up with a unified
ranking which everyone was willing to support.
Next I asked stakeholders to describe these
categories with words connected to our business,
product and company. We were moving away from
objective ISO terms to a more subjective vocabulary
with rich feelings, personality and color. We achieved
a better understanding of what quality meant and
how it was important for product success.
We used these “company quality words” to guide
testing. We reported quality-related information using
these categories. Testing feedback was always related
to factors that would ensure product success.
In this example objectivity gave us a common
ground to start our discussion. But that only took us

so far. To get better value and to make it tangible we
had to dig in to our subjective views. Stakeholders
were engaged and were able to personalize ownership
of product quality characteristics.

Software Product Development Projects

Organizations have a strong understanding of the
product management side of projects. Customer
advocates exist and technology is a tool to achieve these
product goals.
Henrik Andersson had to blend a lot of subjective
experiences in determining how to communicate and
focus testing in a product development context consisting
of many stakeholders with diverse business interests and
limited testing knowledge.

Wide and clear understandings
of technical risks exist but
very little business-facing
knowledge is available. RobertSabourin
I was test manager for a recently formed, crossfunctional testing team. Our team tested functionality
crossing two or more applications. Other teams tested
functionality of single applications.
We used a charter-driven, time-boxed, sessionbased, and exploratory testing approach. Other teams
relied on pre-written test scripts.
We were expected to adopt test reporting templates
already in use. Managers wanted to easily compare
progress across different teams. Describing our
test results in the standard templates was difficult.
Reports included very little information about the
application being tested.
Test report templates focused on test execution, pass/
fail ratios and various bug counts. Nothing described
test observations and findings. These reports would be
missing a lot of valuable information.
We formed our own status reports. We reported
our views, our experiences and our feelings. We
divided testing into different areas of interest to each
stakeholder. Each stakeholder was given a short
summary report. We described testing sessions which
related to stakeholders concerns. We described tests,
findings, results and our personal opinions. We
headlined the most threatening bugs found.
We included extended descriptions of all interesting
test objectives. Our reports informed stakeholders
about product usage and functionality. We proved
a narrative. We described what we did and what
we experienced, rather than reporting a string of
generic statistics. Our report was very subjective,
based on observations and opinion. Our report
spread throughout the organization. More and more
people subscribed to our mailing list. They found
our opinions informative and useful. The company’s
overtly objective, unified reporting risked missing
valuable information. Our subjective assessments
became an important and valued asset.

Software Maintenance Projects

Maintenance projects can be proactive or reactive. In
proactive projects the team is updating software to
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anticipate changes in the operation or environment of the
target product. In reactive projects software is released to
resolve critical problems encountered in the field.
Robert Sabourin shares the following experience from
his experience in maintenance releases of shrink-wrap
software in the high-stakes medical software business.
Our product family was used in the medical domain
by clinicians to perform diagnostics medicine in highrisk patient-facing contexts. The technology collected
information from many sources including medical
histories, lab results, medical imagery, drug-related
prescriptions, drug data and clinical notes.
The product had a periodic maintenance release
schedule with three principal business drivers.
First, we had regulatory agencies and contractual
commitments forcing us to ensure that validated drug
contraindication data and the medical knowledge
base were up to date. Second, product management
insisted that high-priority field-reported concerns
including bugs, enhancements and customizations
were implemented. Third, we evolved the product
functionality and architecture from a prioritized
backlog of feature sets.
Every three months we pushed a maintenance
release and on rare occasions we sent out highpriority patches and fixes.
Testing professionals had to take on two roles on
each release. For regulatory concerns the testing
team became a gate-keeper blocking commercial
deployment. The team set up a battery of checks which
could confirm legal requirements. Personal and team
experiences were used to continuously evolve these
checklists and associated test tactics to leverage
automation and methods to build confidence or expose
violations with reasonable cost very quickly. Some tests
evolved from requiring several days down to several
minutes. But testers never lost sight of the rigor of a
process tightly coupled with development, to make
sure the builds had integrity, and also with regulatory
stakeholders to follow up and adapt to changes.
Testing enhancements and product changes on the
same releases were focused based on the prioritization
and triage of testing objectives. Test team members
culled product requirements, designs, test experience
and customer usage information to propose a rich set
of potential test objectives. These were then ranked
with input from product managers for understanding
the business importance, and from development staff
to understand potential technical risks. Focusing
testing objectively followed a rigid process, but the
subjective opinions and experiences of the testing
team came up with the potential test objectives.

Scientific Research-Based Projects

In scientific projects the testing role includes validating
the fundamental algorithms used and making sure the
code is solid.
Rebecca Sanders relates the following experience
exposed by her graduate research into testing in
scientific software development, while studying at
Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
I wrote my master’s thesis on the development
practices used to create scientific software. Scientific
software is often developed to execute calculations
for scientific or engineering models. The developers of
such software do not usually possess a background
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in software engineering; they are developing software
as a means to generate scientific results. In such
cases, the scientific theory that the scientist is
using constitutes the main source of requirements.
Cognitive complexity of scientific requirements is
high; the scientist(s) often play the role of requirement
analyzers/providers, developers, and testers. Their
intended customers are often themselves, people in
their research groups, or others within the same
scientific domain who are expected to understand the
subject matter modeled in the software.
Scientific software presents special cases for
objectivity in testing. When the tester is also the
customer, or has a close background profile to that
of their customers, then the tester’s role of objective
information-provider merges with the role of the
subjective decision-maker. Why practice objectivity
when the main stakeholder to please is you? In the
case of scientific software, the tester’s subjective
assessment of whether the software satisfies the
tester’s own needs is often the basis for determining
the quality of the software. However, this subjective
assessment must still have some basis in objective
data; the tester must prove whether or not the
software implements the intended scientific model
correctly in order for the software’s results to
have value.
This dual role presents a potential conflict of
objectivity with subjective self-interest. One of the
most important goals of some scientific software
developers is to publish papers based on the results
of their models; finding problems with the software
could hinder publication. When it is in the tester’s
interest for the software to work as intended, it may
serve as a psychological barrier against trying their
hardest to find bugs in the software. Negative testing
– testing what the software does not do what it should
not do – was rarely addressed among the scientists
interviewed. Also, scientists testing scientific
software can lack professional testing experience and
understanding of testing philosophy; this limitation
may make it difficult for the scientist to make a
sound subjective judgement on what type or amount
of testing is sufficient. With the best of intentions,
they can find scientific software hard to test despite
their expert level knowledge of the science behind it.
One developer stated that he knew his software had
bugs but did not know how to go about finding them.
Finding a reliable oracle for the scientific correctness
of the software’s results can also be challenging, and
sometimes the scientist’s own professional judgement
is used as part of, or the whole of, the oracle for
correctness, which can reduce objectivity further.
It is in the long-term interest of science that the
software used to prove scientific results is tested
appropriately. The scientific software developer’s close
understanding of his customer, often himself, can be
an advantage in assessing whether the outputs of the
software are correct; but test planning, design and
execution may still require an injection of objective
judgement, and of knowledge-seeking on testing
practices, to prevent inadvertent holes in testing.

Open Source Projects

In open source projects a community of developers meets
the needs of a community of users. Many traditional
business risk factors do not apply in these projects.
Testing open source technology can focus on bug-hunting
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based on the tester’s model of potential system usage.
The tester uses her judgement to drive understanding
of what users really do. Visible stakeholders include
developers and vocal user community members.
Robert Sabourin helped a major university adapt
and implement an open source academic course
management system.
The university had a small team of developers
enhancing the content management systems to merge
into their existing course management infrastructure.
Many of the changes were to be submitted to the
open source development community to include in
mainstream products. Work included manipulating
a variety of different course content object types and
integrating them into the authentication services.
Testing resources and budgets were quite limited,
and the interests of the university were considered
by stakeholders to be much more critical than the
interests of the general open source community. If
changes could be accepted into the main development
code base, then downstream new versions could be
integrated easily into the university infrastructure;
however, if changes were accepted for integration in
the main code base, then integration and update costs
risked exploding to unreachable levels, thus forcing
the university to stick with older releases.
My experience dictated that the following
different sources of test ideas could lead to relevant
testing focus:

I didn’t want to bias the priorities, so I made sure
my stakeholders had access to suitable knowledge
and wisdom to make an informed judgement.

The Bottom Line

A stasis exists balancing the objective and subjective
nature of testing.
The subject side of testing relates to eliciting stakeholder
values and concerns, identifying product and project risks,
finding testing ideas, designing tests, interpreting results
and adapting to project context factors.
The objective side of testing relates to serving the
customer’s values and quality needs while meaningfully,
accurately and consistently communicating results and
progress in order to drive business decisions.
Effective testers blend objective and subjective criteria,
applying their skills and experience to get the right
things done well.

• Do required capabilities work?
• Is changed code robust?
• Is performance acceptable under realistic
and harsh load?
• Can we break security?
• Can all classes of users complete their tasks?
•W
 hat types of bugs have been recorded by
the open source community?
• Do required workflows work?
• Does data flow consistently through different paths?
• Do we experience cross-function interference?
•D
 oes the new system interfere with existing
application-sharing resources or data?
•D
 o we still have regression confidence in
behaviour of non-modified functionality?
I collected over 100 potential testing objectives
which had to be reviewed by university stakeholders.
Unfortunately several objectives were highly technical
in nature. I could not easily establish the downstream
impact of failed test objectives on business. I was
able to work with product managers who identified
technical mentors such as architects or database
analysts to get a better grasp of technical issues. I
used a two-pass review to learn about the business
impact of failure. In the first pass l elicited information
directly from product management, skipping objectives
that were beyond the scope of the product manager’s
knowledge. In the second pass I reviewed the more
technical risks with the product managers sitting
with a technical mentor. I made sure they elicited
information from the product manager and that the
product manager had trustworthy and relevant advice.
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This is an excerpt from
the Interview Rich Hand
conducted with Matt
Johnston of uTest. The
full paper can be found at
www.SoftwareTestPro.com

In-The-Wild

Testing:
The Missing Link in the QA Chain
————————————
by MattJohnston
& Richhand
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D

oes it ever seem that no matter how much
time, effort and money your QA team
spends improving and refining software
testing processes that some sort of
defect is always found in the application,
website, or mobile app after launch? Surprisingly,
it has little to do with your organization’s in-the-lab
testing – whether in-house or outsourced, manual or
automated. In fact, it’s likely due to the fact that the
lab environment you’re testing in cannot adequately
replicate real-world conditions (real users, real
devices, diverse locations, imperfect connectivity,
not to mention a range of devices, operating systems,
browsers, etc.).
And thus, companies test extensively in the lab,
launch their apps into the real-world conditions of
users, and we’re all surprised when these products
don’t perform as expected. But what kind of testing
can fill this gap effectively and affordably? It was out of
this persistent question that uTest and crowdsourced
testing was born. And the by-product of this was a
new category of testing which has become a musthave for mobile, social and local apps known as
“In-The-Wild Testing.” “In-The-Wild Testing”
(ITWT) is an effort to educate tech leaders
about how to help QA teams and
organizations launch higher
quality software, quicker,
faster, and cheaper.

The idea of in-the-wild testing is about providing
organizations with the real-world testing data
necessary to make informed decisions about releasing
products to market. According to Matt Johnston,
Chief Marketing Officer for uTest, “Don’t be fooled
by the word ’wild‘ when it comes to testing software.
When you think of the term ’In-the-wild testing’
think of it as ‘real-world vs. laboratory conditions.’”
This is not outsourcing or beta testing, and it’s
definitely not suggesting you replace the QA teams
or solid processes you have in place within your
test lab. Rather, this is about complementing,
scaling, and aligning professional testing resources
with your in-house or outsourced QA team.
I predict that this concept will explode in the
next five years . But the first step is to understand
what ITWT is (and isn’t).
I sat down with Johnston for a detailed discussion
about their In-the-Wild Testing educational campaign,
and most importantly, what this new concept will
mean to the future of QA and the testing world. I want
to be clear, I’m not a tester. However, as a person with
more than 30 years of business experience supporting
IT professionals, I can see that this concept is a
strategic initiative that businesses have to consider

if they recognize the value of testing as a crucial
business driver. In fact, the ITWT concept seems so
practical for filling an obvious need that I am surprised
it has taken this long. But sometimes it takes time for
new models to develop.
In-The-Wild Testing is definitely a new model and
new concept that derived from the need to get to market
faster and with the quality, reliability and ease-of-use
that today’s consumers expect from new technology and
software. It’s a concept that has been embraced by more
than 1,000 organizations, from Fortune 500 to SMBs
and startups, who are using this concept to supplement
their QA teams. According to Matt, “It’s a cost-effective,
efficient way to improve the quality of software releases
while protecting brand credibility. For about the same
cost as hiring one additional QA Engineer, companies
can complement their current in-the-lab testing efforts
with a full year of in-the-wild testing performed by
15-20 professional testers, working outside the
lab under real-world conditions.”
My goal for this article is to facilitate
a conversation that I believe is
important, not just in the
software testing and quality
world, but as a matter
of practical business
sense in the real
world.

As I deliver my thoughts on this new
concept, I encourage testers to engage their
business colleagues in the discussion. After all, as
Matt explains, “The goal of in-the-wild testing is to
empower QA and development teams to make good
decisions based up comprehensive results, which
can only be gained by testing beyond the firewall
and outside lab.”
We hope you will comment on this concept at
the Software Test Professionals website (www.
softwaretestpro.com). For more detailed information
about In-The-Wild Testing, I encourage you to visit
www.inthewildtesting.com.

The Complexity of the Environment:

Whether it’s testing the basics of mobile and web
applications’ performance and functionality, or
ensuring that confidential corporate data remains
secure on employees’ devices, everyone agrees that
the world of app development has become extremely
fluid and complex. No argument here. As we analyze
the importance of software and websites to the
productivity and profitability of the business, we can
also agree that creativity, speed to market, efficiency,
scalability, functionality, and usability all have
the potential to impact your company’s profits
and reputation.
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The expectation of the consumer for software to
“just work” is higher than it ever has been. It is what I
often call the curse of “IT magic.” IT professionals have
succeeded in making software and hardware appear to
work together so seamlessly that customers don’t realize
how complex the web of networks, routers, devices, and
software apps have become. I am not sure that is a bad
thing until there is a high profile failure that impacts
some unlucky organization’s brand and customer
satisfaction. It is a testament to quality and testing
teams across the globe that there aren’t more failures.
With consumer expectations at an all-time high,
attention spans shorter than ever, the IT infrastructure
increasing in complexity, the introduction of new
devices like the iPad, Android, and a host of other
mobile devices daily, the question becomes: how do
we address the issue of quality and testing in the ever
increasing complexity of the environment? Add to this
already complex environment a host of mobile operating
platforms, network providers, multiple languages in
a shrinking global marketplace and you can start to
understand that the issue isn’t how to set up our labs to
test, but rather how to replicate real world conditions?
Traditionally the answer to delivering quality has
been to test inside the lab (both manual and test
automation) and to do our best to parallel the end
user experience. It has often been done behind the
firewall, but according to Matt Johnston, “these
complex environments cannot be duplicated in the
lab.” He quickly adds, “That does not mean the lab
environment will go away anytime. On the contrary,
lab testing and the concept of in-the-wild testing
closely align to create a more powerful testing
environment, producing the greater likelihood of
launching world-class products.”
As an executive team, we need to be confident
that the company’s products when delivered have
been tested in an environment that closely resembles
the real-world environments our consumers will
use them in. But this is not just a “Beta Program.”

Beta vs. In-the-Wild Testing:

At the most recent Software Test Professional’s
Conference, Matt Johnston discussed the differences
between Beta and In-The-Wild Testing. He challenged
the audience with this concept: “We should be very
careful about using our users as guinea pigs. In
beta programs, we’re often asking our most valuable
customers to endure the frustration of an incomplete
and/or not fully tested product.”
The term “beta” has also been used to the point that
it has a connotation of perpetual testing that’s never
complete. Moreover, executives need to consider what
this method of testing does to the reputation of the
brand. In pure dollars, it may be a less expensive way
to test, but at what cost from a brand perspective.
For some companies, like social media platforms, it
may be perfectly acceptable to ask users to beta test
your products. But for others representing different
technology and different industries, your customer base
may not be tolerant in the least about beta testing. In
highly regulated industries, beta isn’t even an option.
Beta testing does bring the testing process closer to
the real-world conditions in which users work, live and
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play, but is our consumer the best tester? They may
know it doesn’t work or that there are bugs, but are
consumers willing and capable of clearly communicating
the issues they encounter? If they are, do they report
back using descriptive terminology that helps the quality
team? To wit, Matt used an analogy, “My mother knows
when something doesn’t work, but her most technical
description will be ‘The thingy on the screen doesn’t work
when I press one of those buttons on the keyboard thing.”
True, In-the-Wild Testing, like beta testing, is done
in the environment where the product is expected to
perform. But in the former, the application is being
tested by professional testers, trained in the art and
profession of software testing. Instead of exposing all
your warts to your best customers in a beta testing
project, the test process includes qualified testers,
based on their area of testing expertise; device(s),
platforms and technology used; geographic location; and
sometimes language spoken. The last two variables—
location and language—come in particularly useful for
one natural extension of in-the-wild testing: localization.

Localization:

Why is it important for executives to understand
localization testing? “If you are an organization that
competes globally, conducts business in multiple
geographic regions of the world, in multiple languages,
then knowing your products will improve your brand
image and profitability is priceless,” according to Matt.
I couldn’t agree more with this statement. Because
every country’s language, culture, currency, taxes and
standards—not to mention technology infrastructure-are different, localization testing is critically important
in the quality process. And because in-the-wild testing
uses testers who are geographically situated within the
country or region, they’re naturally experts at validating
whether an application is culturally accurate and sound.
“IT infrastructures differ depending on the country.
So when you take into account the complexity of the
hardware and software, then add to that a user that
speaks another language in another culture, you can
imagine the risks,” warned Matt. At the conference he
talked about an iPhone application that was created
for the Professional Golf Association (PGA) by a group
of developers in another country. To paraphrase
the story, they made a simple change to the UI that
shortened “under par” to “UP.” If you’re a golfer, you can
understand how that could be a problem. There’s more
than a little difference between Tiger Woods being “1
under par” and “1 UP.” That’s the value of incorporating
in-the-wild testing into your localization efforts.
It’s a simple example, but if you multiply all the
opportunities there are for your product to walk the
gauntlet of these dilemmas in the real world, in-thewild testing offers a much less risky way to validate
cultural differences and technical issues.
Go to www.SoftwareTestPro.com to learn
more about Outsourcing vs In The Wild Testing,
Profiling the User and Tester, Extending Coverage,
and the gripping Conclusion…
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T

his article is based on
experiences and research,
giving you an insight
into “the why” of our
performance testing data-analyzing
process and the possible outcomes.

You Have Performance
Testing Results! What now?

ever been fooled by

performance
Testing Results?
Have you ever been in a situation where
Performance testing results could fool you?
Did you have the slightest doubt that your findings
were correct, or maybe incorrect? Is it possible to
control the analyzing process, without influences?
“Why” do we explain graphs in a certain way,
sometimes different from team members?
————————————
by MiekeGevers

It is the mark of an educated mind to rest satisfied
with the degree of precision which the nature
of the subject admits and not to seek exactness
where only an approximation is possible.
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— Aristotle (384 B.C. – 322 B.C.)

Performance Testing, one of the
testing techniques that has moved
over the years from an “unknown
& niche area” towards a profession
and specialty, is becoming more
and more recognized in the IT
world. Therefore the outcome of
the performance test attracts more
attention from management and
decisions are being made based on
the outcome, namely “the results.” 1
Not only the results on their
own are important, but also the
existing expectation which rests
upon our shoulders to identify the
trouble maker “with one click” – if
one exists. By troublemaker I mean
a component, device, network
or network segment, server...
that is the cause of performance
degradation and inconsistencies.
Performance testing results tend
to be overwhelming, not only in the
“values” but also in the amount of
data gathered. You can measure
“anything,” 2 but isn’t it better to
restrict ourselves to measuring
the “necessary” measurements?
The process of analyzing and
interpreting the results is often very
detailed, complex and tedious. Also
we cannot neglect the fact that we
need to understand the different
metrics and calculations that we
are using for analyzing performance
data results. 2
Over the years, while working
together with several outstanding
people I noticed that upon sitting
in a meeting room, looking over
the results of one performance
test, there were several opinions
about the same results. Being in
such a situation, you easily can be
“fooled” by your colleagues, peers,
team members and by the “results”
themselves! The question that pops
up is: “How can this be?” and
“Why is this happening?”

everbeen | fooled
We are looking for answers to questions like:
n

 re the goals of the performance test being
A
defined? Why are we doing this test?

n

 o you have data from the actual production site
D
or from previous tests?

n

W
 hat is the data you are looking at? Is it consistent,
congruent, valuable, a snapshot or time slices related?

n

Is management involved and supporting you? Are
you being put in a sensitive situation?

n

 re you in control of the data collecting process?
A
Are you in control of the analysis and/or
evaluation process, or not?

n

Is a person’s background influencing the results
collection process and/or the results analyzing process?

n

Benefits of a certain outcome?

In my experience the definition of goals is indeed
improving. But isn’t there a possibility of running into
a pitfall of promises that the goals will be given “later.”
Be vigilant because you know that this “later” can
result into a “never” or “too late!”

According to Jerry Weinberg 4:
“Organizations don’t choose their patterns of
management action at random. Each pattern is
a response to a series of demands placed on the
organization. There are the demands of their customers,
the demands of the type of problem they are trying to
solve, and the internal demands generated by the way
they did things in the past. It’s the interplay of these
demands that determines whether an organization even
has a chance to succeed using its current pattern.”
If we replace the word Organization(s) with
“Performance Testers” and “management” with
“examination of the results”, and apply it to
Jerry’s quote:
“Performance Testers don’t choose their patterns
of examination of the results action at random. Each
pattern is a response to a series of demands placed on
the Performance Tester. There are the demands of their
customers, the demands of the type of problem they are
trying to solve, and the internal demands generated by the
way they did things in the past. It’s the interplay of these
demands that determines whether a Performance Test(er)
even has a chance to succeed using its current pattern.”
Now where do those patterns come from?
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The Fishbone – approach

3

Using “the Fishbone”-approach 3 to identify
root causes is a good way of setting the stage for
examination of the results. It can help to steer the
meetings with all team members and it sets a standard
towards further performance testing analysis. It is
better to use one approach for all your tests than
having “flexible or multiple” approaches. This way
you are more likely to compare apples with apples.
One of the items in the Fishbone-approach is “Why?”
It is in my experience very important to identify e.g.:
“Why is this happening” in order to figure out what
you are looking at and also “why” you and the entire
team are looking at this data!
We must not forget that everyone on the team
has a different background. In other words, everyone
applies a different mindset! A different set of patterns!
In order to understand the “why” we need to look at
data in a different way, and determine what research
is needed. Especially research in different areas
other than “software testing.” We call it
“out-of-the-box” thinking.

We, humans and animals, are pattern seeking
creatures. Looking at some experiments like “Pavlov’s
dog” and the “Skinner-box” or “the operant conditioning
chamber” we have to come to the conclusion that we –
living creatures – can easily adapt to a pattern.
Just look at these pictures. Do you see a pattern?

Picture 1

Picture 2 5

Michael Shermer 5, a well-known psychologist,
academic historian of science, editor of Skeptic and
adjunct professor at Claremont Graduate University
says: “The human tendency to believe strange things
– from alien abductions to dowsing rods – boils down
to two of the brains most basic, hard-wired survival
skills. Meaning, the tendency of finding meaningful
patterns in both meaningful and meaningless noise,
which can lead to 2 types of errors:
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n

 Type I error, or a false positive, is believing
A
a pattern is real when it is not (finding a
nonexistent pattern).

It is from the Application Server. Ok, now we are ruling
out patterns we already had constructed in our mind
and bringing in new ones.

n

 Type II error, or a false negative, is not believing
A
a pattern is real when it is (not recognizing a
real pattern).”

Conclusion

In case you had a close look to the above pictures
and identified a pattern in the first picture (Picture 1),
then you are on the right track. Indeed there is a horse
head pattern to be found. What about the second
picture (Picture 2)? Did you find a pattern? In that
case you have run into the Type 1 error because this
picture is eligibly without any pattern.
You might be wondering why I’m talking about
patterns and Human skills, backgrounds, beliefs…
in relation to the examination process of the
performance testing results.
Providing this performance test graph with the
following data: Graph = requests pro minute,
Web (3 tier), 3500 VUsers concurrent, Increasing
test (1 hour of starting the 3500 VU and 2 hours
constant generating requests). Now, what are your
questions? Do you have ideas and/or maybe possible
conclusions? Not enough “Data”? These questions will
help you to steer your thoughts on investigating the
results, like peeling an onion, layer by layer.

After becoming more conscious about patterns and
how easily we can fool ourselves, not only regarding my
team members but also applying it to myself, I better
understand the reasoning of my team members, and
therefore I also had a better understanding of “why”
some people came to a conclusion which was different
than other people having the same ‘technical” know-how.
If you ever get stuck recalling a pattern for a
performance testing results-set, why not use the
“Six Thinking Hats” of Edward de Bono. 6
De Bono proposes a method where various thinking
styles are associated with hats of different colors:
white (objective), red (intuition/emotion), black
(pessimistic), yellow (optimistic), green (creative),
and blue (process). By explicitly applying different
perspectives, you can nurture an idea to fruition,
and you can get a fuller picture of the consequences.
So, this approach can also be used for analyzing the
results. Which explanation are you releasing to the
management, the team,.. You might be surprised you
may have more than one explanation.
Never-the-less, even using tools and tricks, it’s easy
to fall into a particular pattern of thinking. For me the
one rule that I learned is that looking for an “out-ofthe-box”-solution is not the way to go. It is better to
“look out-of-the-box”.
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Picture 3: Performance Testing Graph
Did you find a pattern?
Is the incline a “normal” or “expected” result? If your
answer is “this is normal” then we do not need to go
any further.
In the case when it is not expected – you certainly want
to know what the cause of it would be. And now, I know
your pattern seeking mind is looking for an answer, a
pattern from your experience. Some of you will think,
oh, this is a blockage or obstruction in the generating
requests engine, the network (yeah – I see you are
following the line from A to B and hoping to connect
a line to C (maybe there is one, maybe there isn’t).
Continuing the analysis, what solution(s) in your
pattern box can reside. Did the web server endure some
problems? Application Server? DB server? Ah, yes one
question: “The result graph is from which server?”
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whenusers | collide

Most robust applications, whether desktop- or
Web-based, allow multiple users to log into
the system and perform tasks concurrently.
Many test plans account for the users’
individual actions or the users’ massed
actions (in the case of performance tests).

I

f your testing only focuses on individual test
cases, whether manual or automated, where
individual users perform individual tasks, you
will verify that the application handles each
procedure correctly each time you run the test.
If you use the same scenarios to perform load tests,
your testing will confirm that the system can handle
a large number of users working simultaneously and
might sometimes identify problems when users collide.
Unless you specifically add concurrency tests to your
repertoire, your testing will overlook conditions and
incidents that can and do happen in the field.
Concurrency tests specifically identify conditions where
more than one user can try to add, update, or delete the
same record at the same time. For example, one user
at a library branch might try to check out a book at the
same time that a user at another location places a hold
on the book. Both users can open the record for the book
to view it at the same time, but what happens when
both try to update the same record’s status? Something,
certainly, happens, and it might well be a bug.
This article will use as its example the software that
powers a library system. That library’s circulation
software controls the functions regarding a particular
library book. Users can check a book in or out of the
library, and users can also place a ‘hold’ on a book to
ask the library to keep the book until the user comes
to the library. When the library software conducts
these operations, it acts both on the records of the
user and the record of the individual library book. The
user can access the circulation software often through
multiple interfaces—self-service kiosks, the Internet,
or desktop-based circulation desk computers.
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————————————
by Brian J. Noggle

Given the complexity of the interaction between users
in a library system’s software system,
one can distill the following areas where user conflicts
can occur:
n

 ser-versus-user actions, where individual, nonU
administrative users can potentially act upon the
same book record at the same time.

n

 ser-versus-administrator actions, where
U
individual, non-administrative users can
encounter problems when they try to act upon a
book record that an administrator also edits or
when a user tries to conduct an action after an
administrator removes the user’s privileges.

n

 ser-versus-system actions, where users might
U
encounter problems if they stumble across a system
process acting upon individual data records.

User-Versus-User Concurrency Issues

User-versus-user concurrency issues occur when
users with the same level of access rights collide over
a single record. Both have edit rights to this record
and can access it simultaneously through different
frameworks or interfaces. In this case, you need to
create test cases that allow the users to interact with
the system separately, perhaps through different
physical machines, to determine what happens when:
n

 wo users in the same interface, such as the
T
Web site, try to check out the same book.

n

 ne user tries to check out a book at the
O
same time that a user places a hold on it.

whenusers | collide

n

 user works through a Web interface to place a
A
hold on the book while another user checks the
book out at the circulation desk or a kiosk.

The number of potential collision points will vary based
on the complexity of your application and the different
ways users can manipulate records—not only by the
number of mechanisms and interfaces through which
users can alter a record’s state, but also the varied
states your record can have (On Hold, Checked Out,
On Shelf, In Transit, and so on) and what they mean.

User-Versus-Administrator Concurrency Issues

In addition to the race conditions that one finds
when users try to act on a record at the same time,
administrator access levels add complexity to the
situation. For example, library managers can act on
not only individual book records, but in many case on
the patron user records—or even the user accounts
associated with lower-level library employees.
Undoubtedly, your test cases already contain
some test cases that test consecutive actions of
administrators and users, such as:
1. Log in as administrator.
2. Delete patron user account.
3. Try to log in as that user.
The difference between the consecutive actions and
simultaneous actions is subtle. The latter assumes
that the user or patron is ready to act upon the altered
record through a different interface. If you perform
the actions simultaneously, you might find differences
from when you perform the tasks consecutively from
your testing workstation. Given the stateless nature
of the Web, it’s entirely possible that the user whose
account the administrator deletes is logged in and can
attempt actions.
Another set of consecutive tasks might include:
1. Log in as administrator.
2. Delete book record.
3. Log in as patron user.
4. Try to place hold on deleted book.
However, if the patron is already logged in and has
stepped away from the computer for lunch before
coming back to his Web browser to try to place the hold
on the book after it has been deleted, what happens?
Other concurrent collision cases for administrators
and library patrons include:
n

 user tries to check out a book that an
A
administrator removes from circulation or deletes.
This could happen in the case of an accidental
deletion or removing the record before removing
the actual item from the shelf.

n

 user whose access rights are removed by an
A
administrator attempts to check out a book.

n

 library employee user whose access has been
A
removed by an administrator tries to alter a
patron user record.

n

 library employee user whose access has
A
been removed by an administrator tries to
alter an employee user record.

n

 library employee user whose access has
A
been removed by an administrator tries to
alter a holding record.

As such, conceivably, users can collide with
administrators when administrators alter the user
account rights during the user’s session. “That
would never happen!” Your developers or project
managers might say; however, that could conceivably
happen at the very worst time: during the employee
separation process. For example, if a junior librarian
is terminated while logged in at his terminal and the
administrators remove his access rights or delete his
account, what happens when the librarian, fuming
from his unjust treatment by the supervisor, comes
back to that terminal?

User-Versus-System Concurrency Issues

You need to understand your system in its production
environment to determine if any automated processes
are acting on your system’s data. In addition to other
physical users who might alter and delete records,
these additional automatic processes that might alter
records at the same time as a physical user, causing
unexpected behavior. For example:
n

 ightly batch processes might conflict with the
N
late night student placing a hold on a book.

n

 n automated update process by some standards
A
body or governing authority might alter records
that users are accessing.

n

 utomated system regression tests performed in
A
production might impact actual user experience.

The potential for user-versus-system collisions will
greatly depend upon your production environment and
processes, and you need to investigate them on your own
to determine the potential collisions your users face.

Conclusion

Unless you specifically target use cases where your
users’ actions might conflict, you rely on luck to find
these issues in the test lab. Once your application is
released into the wild, though, where the number of
users exceeds the size of your test team and the licenses
of your performance test users, the odds of these
conflicts increase. The unexpected results of these user
collisions become that much more dangerous. Look for
ways to test for these conditions to protect your users
not only from your software but from each other.
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Consider that conversion rates increase
74 percent when page load times
decrease from eight to two seconds; or
that the average web shopper expects pages
to load in two seconds or less, with up to 40
percent abandoning sites after three seconds.

————————————
by AndreasGrabner

T

esters are responsible for ensuring lightningfast websites and applications, and achieving
this must begin with an understanding of
the true perspective of end-users. This article
will explain why, as well as offer a set of best
practices for testing application performance across an
increasingly complex web infrastructure.

(Fast) Speed Bolsters Online Revenues

of Application
Performance
Management –

Web performance – or the
speed and reliability of web
applications – can have a
huge business impact.

AOL recently researched the revenue impact of
download delays by comparing differences in the
number of page views per visit based on whether
visitors had a fast or slow experience. Visitors in the
top ten percent of fastest page load times viewed an
average of 7.5 pages per visit. In the bottom ten percent
of page load speeds, pages per visit dropped to about
five. The lesson is clear: the slower your website or web
application, the fewer pages your visitors will view and
the less revenue an organization is apt to generate.
If your web performance suffers, particularly during
peak online sales periods, chances are you’re leaving
unrealized revenues on the table. This is because
online customers tend to be fickle and pressed for
time. They expect to get in-and-out of a website within
minutes or even seconds, including during peak sales
periods like the holidays when they know websites are
likely inundated with the heaviest traffic loads of the
year. Online customers’ demands are growing more
stringent with each passing year. According to a new
website performance survey, 37 percent of consumers
find website performance issues unacceptable at times
of peak traffic, compared to 29 percent in 2009.

Application Performance Management
(APM) As We Know It Is Changing

Today’s web applications have evolved from simple,
single-function tools to feature-rich composites offering
extensive functionality from external third-parties like
shopping carts, ratings and reviews and analytics as
well as RSS feeds and social media plug-ins. In fact,
the average website today connects to more than eight
hosts. While these extensive functionalities can enable
a richer online customer experience, they can also
introduce performance risks since any one component
can cause a web application to slow down. Case in
point: Tagman recently determined that Google’s +1
plug-in drags down page load times by a full second.
In addition to third-party applications, there are many
other performance-impacting elements standing between
your data center and your end users around the world,
including cloud service providers, regional ISPs, local
ISPs, content delivery networks and even browsers
and devices. Collectively, this concept is known as the
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web application delivery chain, and poor performance
anywhere in the chain will degrade the cumulative enduser experience and reflect poorly on you and the web
application owner, regardless of the actual cause.
The reality of modern web applications is that even
if your tools inside-the-firewall indicate that everything
is running OK, that’s no guarantee your end users are
happy. You can no longer just test inside the firewall,
because this gives you only partial coverage and
leaves you with significant blind spots. Many aspects
of the end-user experience will not be inferable from
data collection points within the data center itself.
The point at which the end user accesses a composite
application is the only place where true application
performance can be tested.
Today, it becomes more critical to assess the enduser experience as part of an overall testing strategy
canvassing all performance-impacting elements –
from the end user’s browser, all the way back to the
multiple tiers of the data center and everything in
between. This is key to identifying and fixing any weak
links. Some businesses believe they can’t test external
elements because those elements are beyond their
control. But, if you can do a test from the end user’s
point of view and include the entire web application
delivery chain in your test, then you really are in a
stronger position of control.

Best Practices for Testing In The New World of APM

First, as a tester, it’s important for you to know
who your end users are, where they are, what
they’re doing and on what browsers and devices,
and prioritize testing across these use cases.
Today, there are well over 500 mobile browser/device
combinations in use throughout the world, making
the prospect of managing performance across all
(or even most) of them a daunting task. Consider
the impact of the iPad – if it’s a common computing
platform among your end users, you need to make
sure your application works well on it. The key is to
leverage comprehensive worldwide testing networks
which can give you a quick and easy bird’s eye view
into how your website or web application performs
across the most common click-through paths, in
the most important locations and across the most
prevalent brower/device combinations.
Second, consider combining real user monitoring
with synthetic monitoring. Real-user monitoring collects
data on real users’ actual experiences and behaviors
– like conversions and page abandonment – as they
interact with websites and applications. Synthetic
monitoring uses geographically dispersed agents to
collect performance data from scheduled tests that
simulate the way users interact with your websites
and applications. Organizations with advanced APM
capabilities use a combination of these approaches.
Synthetic monitoring allows an organization to test
their applications in pre-production, before they go
live. This gives organizations a sense of whether or
not they’ll be able to meet end users’ performance
requirements. Synthetic tests can be executed to
match the profile and perspective of real end-users
globally, in all locations and across key usage
scenarios (i.e multiple browser/device combinations).

Synthetic monitoring is beneficial for any stage of
development, from the launch of a completely new
application or website to minor functionality and/or
content updates (i.e internal or third-party component).
The best part is, synthetic monitoring enables
organizations to test without treating real users as
beta customers, which can be a big mistake. Why would
you ever use your real end users as “test dummies”?
In addition, synthetic monitoring can help testers
better understand the impact of third-party service
providers. Testers can directly compare performance
with or without third-parties to proactively identify
the sources of problems, without impacting “real”
customers. This helps organizations track down faulty
third-party components and hold third-party providers
accountable to service level agreements (SLAs).
Third, leverage deep-dive diagnostics to enable
accurate and precise pinpointing of the source of
performance problems, both inside and outside
the firewall. With the cost of poor web application
performance being so high, organizations don’t have
time to test repeatedly to try and fix slow, poorlyperforming applications. They need to get to the root
cause in minutes, not in days or weeks, to resolve
bottlenecks expeditiously, both within and beyond
the firewall. Deep-dive diagnostic capabilities enable
testers to rapidly identify the root cause of an issue
and take the necessary steps to resolve it. Performance
testing conducted outside the firewall becomes even
more powerful when combined with diagnostics
done inside the firewall. The end result is First Mile
to Last Mile coverage and visibility supporting the
full complexity of Web 2.0 interdependencies, while
also enabling testers to quickly identify the source of
problems inside the firewall, such as code-level issues.

Conclusion

In this new world of APM, testing conducted from
the true end-user perspective has never been more
important. Business leaders want more application
functionality, faster. Dependencies on third-party
services have increased. Blind spots are increasing,
but there’s less time to test and the impact of
application problems in production is more painful
than ever. Testing application performance from the
end-user perspective is the only way to get a handle
on the increasing complexity of the web as well as
ensure your websites and applications perform well
across the web, not just within the confines of your
data center which does not reflect the reality of true
end users’ experiences.
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n every issue we feature an interview with a test expert
on a topic, drawing questions from the community,
assembled and moderated by Matt Heusser. It is a
cherished tradition.
Except, um ... not this time.

Matt heusser
Want More?

		

Go to softwaretestpro.com and join the
conversation – ‘Crew’ members can ask
questions and interact with Matt directly!
Next time we’ll be interviewing Perze Ababa, who
manages the testing team of iVillage, a division of
NBC Universal. We’ll be talking to Perze about the
challenges of testing a 24/7 web application on top
of a global brand. All the while using systems that
pre-date the web..., and also pre-date win32. And,
MS-DOS. And...
Please email your questions, name and
location with ‘Ask the tester’ as subject line to
matt.heusser@gmail.com

No, this month we are flipping things, drawing in a test
expert to interview Matt. A tough one.
Marlena Compton is a test lead for Mozilla Corporation
(I think they make a browser or something) and a respected
blogger; before that she worked at Atlassian, a company that
competes directly with Socialtext, where Matt was working,
and she managed to maintain a healthy friendship with
Matt, despite his being, well, Matt, and working for
a competitor.
As the focus for this issue is on cutting-edge ideas
in software testing, we thought it was only fair to make
the interviewer answer the questions, gaze into his crystal
ball and predict the future. We expect Matt’s predictions
to be accurate, even though we realize that, if he could do
that, he might as well spend his time on the stock market,
or predicting today’s weather, and a bunch of other
classic objections.
As for Matt’s qualifications, well, he is an independent
consultant, blogger for SoftwareTestPro.com/blog, prolific
author on software process and testing, and, when it isn’t
wrangled away from him, Matt is a contributing editor
right here at ST&QA Magazine. In his spare time, Matt sits
on the board of directors for the Association for Software
Testing, where he serves as Secretary and enjoys vacations,
preferably on a boat.

And now, let’s hear from Marlena

marlena Which buzzwords have “jumped the shark” for
you and why?
Matt It depends. There are so many ways a term can
“jump the shark”. Cloud computing is a bit of an odd duck
term. By that I mean cloud computing is a real thing that
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can add real value to society, just like the internet
was in 1999. And, just like 1999, we’ve got all kinds
of goofy ideas that don’t make sense trying to sell you
things that you don’t need, and all kinds of visionaries
offering you advice. You’ve got to be careful.
“Context Driven” is an important term, but it seems
like it gets thrown around as a magic “I get to ignore
you” phrase. For example “Well, you wouldn’t use that
for twitter” or “Well, you wouldn’t use that to build
avionic software”, followed by “after all, we’ve got to be
context-driven.” Likewise, I’ve heard it used to justify
bad practice by saying something like “Well, you just
don’t understand our context.”
We seem to finally be over “X Driven Y”. Test Driven
Development is great. Behavior Driven Development I
at least understood. Domain Driven Design seemed to
be a bit much, and I couldn’t tell why you would use
that over Responsibility Driven Design. All of that stuff
probably jumped the shark when Shawn McMillan and
I invented Bacon Driven Coding. (The trick is to eat the
bacon first, then write the code!)
Leveraging Enterprise Synergies was my personal
favorite cliche for a very long time. Lately, though, I’m
more likely to say “...Is Dead” ... Is Dead.
marlena Is Agile dead? If nothing else, it’s quite the
buzzword these days.
Matt From where I sit, I see far, far too many
organizations which adopted the language of agile
software and the artifacts of agile software (cards on
a wall! yay!) without adopting any of the culture. It’s
a classic problem; Paul of Tarsus was writing about
having the form but denying the substance in the first
century ... and he quite possibly was borrowing a more
ancient text.
As a result we get “agile” requirements documents
and “agile” change control boards and “agile” gannt
charts – and lots and lots of good people burned off an
idea that is fundamentally good. (See also TQM, Six
Sigma, and all the rest.)
It might be fair to say that “Agile” is dead like a dead
horse.
Now that is sad. There are plenty of large, old
organizations that could stand to gain some
performance from working in a more agile way, and
there are scrappy upstart organizations that are
basically chaotic, that could stand to get some of
the discipline that real Agile Software Development
requires.
Now the core ideas of Agile, like Continuous
Integration, TDD, Pair Programming, quick releases,
flexible scope, and calculating velocity – I see
significant, increasing adoption of these. For the past
few years, I’ve been recommending folks in AgileAverse environments to refer to these ideas as “lean”
because business folks seem to connect to it better.
(Grins)

marlena What does “Continuous Deployment” mean
to you?
Matt I think the community is coming to consensus
around two terms, “continuous deployment” and
“continuous release.” Under continuous deployment,
we testers work in an environment that has builds
“pushed” to it by the build server all the time. When
developers commit a new change, the build server
kicks off a new build. If the automated tests all pass,
the builder deploys or upgrades a “staging/final test”
area, so you can test on the current build, all the
time. (You may be using this for beta testing, user
acceptance testing, whatever you want to call it.)
This dramatically increases the responsibility of
the developers for code quality on check-in.
That second term, continuous release, implies
releasing to production with every check-in. I have
seen some companies have some success with this
strategy – but it requires a whole lot more technique
and nuance than “just” deploying every build the CI
server makes.
To get there, they typically have some way of
recognizing what type of user you are (on the dev team,
employee, family, beta users, then larger percentages
of regular users), and giving you code ‘blessed’ for your
level when you log in. Microsoft calls this “testing in
production.” Combine this with some infrastructure
enabling quick roll backs at the individual commit
level, a whole lot of monitoring, large investments
in test tooling, the ability to get massive amounts
of shallow exploratory coverage cheaply (through
something like uTest), and you can be successful with
continuous release.
The biggest risk I see is that companies want the
“new hotness” of continuous release but they don’t
want to invest in the discipline and infrastructure
needed to pull it off. The results are pretty predictable,
and, often, tragically hilarious.
marlena Traditionally, testers and developers
have often been set up so that each group sees the
other as an adversary. Developers might see testers as
destroyers of their work while testers see developers
as cowboys who don’t care about the user and are
not to be trusted. Do you see the perspective on
this improving?
Matt I think we are split deeply enough into schools
that it’s hard to speak about software in general. I
do see things changing a bit. One thing I think the
Agile movement has done well is to allow testers to
expand their role (if they want to) to include a fair bit
of specification and definition – to help make a better
product up front by deciding what it will do. That
“what it will do” part, defined as examples, looks a
whole lot like a test.
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“ Try to position yourself
as someone who makes
development go faster,
to be someone who says
‘yes, and’ instead of
‘yes, but’.”
— Mattheusser
It is important to note that the traditional quality
literature has been trying to do this for ages, but most
recently, with the coming of tools like Cucumber and
Fitnesse, I see it actually happening.
Of course, it’s a big tent. There are plenty of
companies “doing scrum” that are now basically doing
two-week waterfalls.
Within context-driven, I see testers most recently
looking for other ways to be helpful, and I think that
gives them things to talk about with other disciplines
besides is this or is this not a bug.
I am afraid I don’t have a whole lot of visibility into
the analytical school or the factory school stuff.
marlena Lately, I’ve been writing about how testers
sometimes get in their own way and decrease the rest
of a teams interest in quality and testing. My theory is
that it happens to every tester. When has this happened
to you and what would you say to testers who find
themselves in this position?
Matt A long time ago, when my hair was all brown,
I went to a new team and was talking about automated
testing of back-end processes, before I really knew
the team or the problems they had. In retrospect,
my suggestions were, well, pointed in the wrong
direction. Six months later, I faced resistance and
disappointment. So yes, I think, to some extent, we can
all have bad days. My best advice is to try to position
yourself as someone who makes development go faster,
to be someone who says “yes, and” instead of “yes, but”,
and, while we want to be helpful, to follow the advice of
Jerry Weinberg, and strive first to be harmless, then, if
we can accomplish that, to be helpful.
marlena Do you think a sociopath could make an
effective tester or effectively manage a test team?
Matt Gaaah. What a question! I’m not a psychologist,
but I think I take your meaning – the person who
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will stop at nothing to advance a personal agenda?
I guess my best answer is “not in the traditional
sense.” Sociopaths fundamentally don’t understand
the problems of the work itself, and it isn’t in their
interests to understand those problems. They have an
agenda, a reality to project, and in my experience, the
testers role is often to dispel illusions.
I have yet to see those two things in concert end well.
That said, sometimes what you need is political
protection and cover. Sociopaths can be remarkably
good at providing that cover – but be careful. It’s going
to come at a price.
So I guess it depends on your definitions of “effective
tester” or “effectively manage.” I have yet to work
with a sociopath who could do this according to my
value system, but I am lucky, in that my exposure to
sociopaths is limited.
marlena What are you doing differently as a tester
today that you were or were not doing two years ago?
Matt Two years ago I was working mostly on webbased systems. My current client is probably 85%
back-end systems work. So when we create our story
tests up front, we have the opportunity to write them
in a specific way so that programmers can automate
the tests, in a way that would not be cost-effective with
named HTML elements and selenium commands. My
current team is using Fitnesse, and it is working well.
Besides that, my role on the team is a whole lot more
consultative; I’m more heads-up and less heads-down.
I still do probably 80% billable, hands on keyboard
testing, but the scope of my responsibilities is greater.
If my memory serves, from 1998-2008, I took all of
one entire-week away from work vacation. That was
foolish.
In 2009 I took a week-long no-laptop vacation. Since
then, I’ve done at least one every year. I try to do a
whole lot of nothing, preferably near a beach.
marlena You mention Selenium and Fitnesse, do
you think those tools will still see widespread usage in
5 years?
Matt Test automation tools are bright and shiny
things; especially GUI-drivers. I think Selenium will
continue to see adoption and use and discussion in
the public square. Tools like Fitnesse, on the other
hand, that get behind the GUI, will continue to be
used quietly and subtly, mostly by IT shops, to great
success, but probably little fanfare. If Selenesse (the
Selenium binding for Fitnesse) takes off, or people start
writing REST and Web Services API tests in Fitnesse,
well, it might get a lot more popular and relevant.
Otherwise, I suspect the PR will remain on Selenium.
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marlena How can context-driven testing be a whole
team activity?
Matt James Bach made a comment a few years ago
that I find striking. He said that if a large number of
people “wash out” of the testing field entirely – if we
have massive layoffs – that could be a good thing.
Then, instead of a “Test Team,” you would have
just a few extremely solid, powerful testers. And when
the flow of the work changed so that there was more
testing to be done, the testers would deputize and train
the whole team to be testers. That means the customer
service reps, the receptionists, the programmers,
graphic designers and product definition people could
all be testers for a limited time.
That doesn’t work so well with a team achieving
one-piece-flow, but if you have a traditional project
mentality, it makes sense. I could see that working, it
could be economical, and it is surprisingly compatible
with some of the recent “Test is dead” rhetoric.
marlena Spreading testing out amongst product
managers, receptionists, etc. is something that I see
a lot of currently. At the Google Test Automation
conference this year, one of the talks was about Google’s
BITE tool which captures user action and allows for
instant reporting of bugs. The speakers were saying that
between their tool and usage of crowdsourcing, they no
longer see a need for testers. Do you see any scenario in
which this type of automation plus crowdsourcing could
make testers irrelevant?
Matt Sure I do. If your company gives away software
for free (advertiser supported), if you can train the end
users to accept poor quality for a short period of time,
if you don’t have to deal with financial transactions,
if the problem domain doesn’t require deep subject
matter expertise to test, if you are willing to spend a
great deal of money on monitoring, can separate your
releases, have a big red button called “rollback” to roll
back just one changeset, and you aren’t afraid to push
it ... yes, I think companies in that space could be
successful combining exploratory tests from a crowd
and test automation.
On the other hand, that’s a whole lot of “if”s, ya know?

a more specialized skill set. So programmers will get
paid more than testers. Which means a Bachelor’s
program in testing makes less sense; if you have a
degree, it can be in CS and you can make more money.
So why add a (somewhat) related degree program
where people can make less?
Now you might argue that testing is social science,
not computer science, and I am inclined to agree,
but I don’t think many humanities, math, and CS
departments are inclined to agree any time soon.
So we won’t have testing programs, so there will
be no separate and distinct career track, so testing
will remain something that someone of broad general
competence can fall into, and I am okay with that.
One thing I think we may see is that the “general
tester” market shrinks, as developers, end users,
customers, customer service reps, and so on all
step up to do more testing. In that world, the tester
becomes a bit more of a test lead and coach. If that
happens, we’ve got a chance that testing is seen as
more of a deep specialization and vocation – and I
am okay with that.
marlena Thanks to Matt for sharing your
perspective on the future of testing.
Matt Thank you, Marlena.

https://stpcollaborative.wufoo.com/forms/z7p7w7/
The role of any great association is to serve the
membership with quality information, services, training,
and conferences. It is also critical in this changing
world of social technologies to understand what the
association can provide beyond these technologies.
We here at Software Test Professionals want to be
your association of choice. In order to be that for you
we must know what it is you need. This six question
survey is designed to find out what we can do to be
your go to resource for everything Software Testing
and Quality Assurance.

marlena So many of us say that we “fall into
testing” as a career. Do you see anything happening
currently to change this?

Please take a moment to fill out this 6 question survey.
It should take less than 5 minutes. Be honest
and feel free to write as much as you
would like in the comment boxes.

Matt Not in the short term, no. Here’s why: I
continue to see entry-level QA/test roles paying
less than programming, and I am fine with that:
Programming typically requires more education and

Thank you for taking the time
and we will share the results
in an upcoming newsletter.
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So Lo Mo
————————————
by MattJohnston

Social

Local

Mobile

SoLoMo: Or How
I Learned to Stop Worrying
and Move Testing Into the Wild

O

f all the factors increasing the complexity of
modern testing, none is greater than the shift to
Social, Local and Mobile applications – otherwise
known as “SoLoMo.” A dream for brands and
marketers, which now have the ability to engage
with users on a scale unimaginable just a few short
years ago, SoLoMo is proving to be a nightmare for the
engineering and testing teams behind those brands.
The reasons for this should be obvious: with so
much critical data and functionality flowing to mobile
devices with geo-intelligence, there is now immense
pressure to ensure that apps are reliable, usable,
high-performance and secure across a multitude of
criteria. The new test matrix includes smartphone and
tablet devices, carriers, operating systems, browsers,
languages and a multitude of locations.
Though many associate these concerns with those
of consumer-orientated brands like Foursquare and
Groupon, the fact is that SoLoMo affects (or will soon
affect) the entire spectrum of apps, regardless of
company size, audience or industry.
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Before discussing the range of testing solutions,
however, it’s important that we clearly define the
problem. Here’s a quick look at some of the high-level
testing challenges for each aspect of SoLoMo:

Social
Inside the firewall, social media opens the floodgates
for spam, malware and data breaches – increasing
the risk of confidential data being exposed. In the
world of testing and IT, this is old-but-troubling news.
Externally, however, is where we find the real
testing challenge of social media. Consider, for
instance, the use of social media sign-in and
authentication. A few years ago, being able to
sign in (or sign up) for a service using your Facebook
login was a novelty – but not anymore. Today, users
are able to sign in to thousands of applications via
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google and a number
of other social networks.
The significance of this is that testing and
engineering teams must work with code that

sociallocal | mobile
was not written, guided or
controlled internally; code that
is frequently updated with little
to no advance warning, and a
surprising disregard for backward
compatibility. If that doesn’t
scare QA leaders, nothing will.

Location
Location-based functionality
is another area that seems to
be the domain of consumerfocused businesses. Upon closer
inspection, however, we see geointelligent apps being adopted
by many B2B and enterprise
organizations for purposes
totally unrelated to sales and
marketing. Consider, for instance,
its widespread adoption for asset
tracking, mapping, and routing
location finders in addition to the
standard “check-in” services.
Of course, as more companies
incorporate geo-based functionality
into their applications, the
challenge becomes how to test
across so many different locations.
It’s not sufficient to test an
application in a central location
when real-world users
will be geographically dispersed.
As with social media, there are
potential complications around
third-party apps (for example,
localized apps are often reliant
upon Google or Yahoo Maps),
as well security concerns.
It should be noted that locationbased features – more so than
social or mobile – are in a much
earlier stage of adoption and
implementation. So while you
might not see a testing challenge
today, chances are you’ll encounter
them sooner, rather than later.
Plan accordingly.

Mobile
In many ways, SoLoMo is
predominantly a mobile trend,
as the social and location-based
functionality discussed earlier
would be much less relevant if
not for the proliferation of mobile
applications and devices. Since
mobile plays a greater role in the
SoLoMo boom, it stands to reason
that it also presents the greatest
testing challenges.
Such challenges should be
apparent to even the most novice
of users. The vast majority of sites
have not been optimized for the
mobile web – lacking in terms
of UI rendering, features and
functionality. And for native
mobile applications, the problems
get even worse. The massive
fragmentation in device makers,
device models, OS, carriers,
screen resolutions, and other
factors makes the testing matrix
infinitely more complex, and
ultimately destroys app quality
from an end user perspective.
In response, many organizations
rely on simulators, emulators
and automated tools in hopes of
easing the QA burden. However,
the problem is that these methods
fall short in terms of discovering
real-world issues mentioned
earlier. Consider, for instance,
an application that includes
a location-based component.
To assume that it can be tested
on a simulator – or solely on real
devices inside your QA lab – and
be ready for real-world usage is
a wonderfully hopeful (and
tragically flawed) test strategy.
As I read at a recent testing
conference, “Fingers crossed is
not a testing strategy.”

In-the-Wild Testing: The Case
for Moving a Portion of Your
Testing Outside the Lab
By now, it should be obvious that
traditional testing methods are
no longer sufficient on their own
to combat the unique challenges
presented by SoLoMo. So what’s
a tech leader to do? Hire more
testers in key geographic markets?
Construct an elaborate QA lab?
Spend more on simulators and
emulators? Cross your fingers
and hope for the best?
For years, as new testing
challenges have emerged, new
schools and approaches were
debated. Choices and alternatives
included:
n

 anual testing vs.
M
automated tools

n

In-house teams vs.
outsourced partners

n

 uided testing vs.
G
exploratory testing

n

Emulators vs. remote access

In each instance, these
innovations took place inside the
confines of the QA lab, either
behind the company firewall or
in a QA lab halfway around the
world. Starting to see the problem?
Historically, when companies
wanted to improve their testing,
they did so within this somewhat
sterile environment – far removed
from where their users work,
live and play. The evolution of
SoLoMo eliminates that option as
an effective solution on its own.
If testing for modern applications
is conducted exclusively within a
central location, how can one be
sure that it will work in the hands
of actual users?

The success of a software product is only partly based on how it handles
the happy path. That’s relatively easy to develop, and it’s relatively easy to check.
Real testing, to me, should be based on investigating how the software allows
people to deal with what we call ‘exceptions’ or ‘corner cases.’ That’s what
we call them, but if we bothered to look, we’d find out that they were a lot
more common than we realize; routine, even.
— Michael Bolton, Testing Expert
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Our proposed solution: Hundreds of top companies
– from global enterprises to early startups – have
moved a portion of their testing outside the lab and
into the wild. This enables applications to be tested
by professional testers, on real hardware, with real
software, using imperfect connectivity. In short, under
real-world conditions. After all, users consume web,
desktop and mobile applications with:
n

 dverse, unpredictable and widely varied
A
geographic environments

n

Outdated browsers, plug-ins and third party apps

n

Unique hardware and devices

n

Imperfect connectivity (both Wi-Fi and
mobile carriers)

These are a few of the “corner cases” that
Michael Bolton was referring to in his quote on
the previous page. And in the age of SoLoMo, they
are increasingly common, which makes them critical
considerations for the success of your testing efforts
and next product launch.

Moving testing into the real-world
does not diminish the need or
importance of structured testing
inside the QA lab. — Mattjohnston
It’s important to emphasize the “portion” aspect
of this approach. Moving testing into the realworld does not diminish the need or importance of
structured testing inside the QA lab. If anything,
it makes in-house testing all the more critical for
success. For instance, if you were to release an
application into public beta phase without any testing
whatsoever, you’d spend an incredible amount of time
reviewing, diagnosing and fixing bugs that should
never have made it that far to begin with. It would
be counterproductive.
In-the-wild testing, however, is quite distinct
from traditional testing practices. Here are few
key differentiators:
n Increases Real-World Coverage: The obvious
benefit of moving testing into the wild is that
the reported defects will reflect those that actual
end users would encounter. While your in-house
QA team can review code and handle the more
knowledge-intensive testing requirements,
your in-the-wild team can report issues with
connectivity, page load speeds and other realworld bugs associated with SoLoMo.
n
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 irrors Real-World Users: Context matters in
M
testing. So by mirroring your user base – not
just in terms of hardware and software, but
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also demographics like age, gender, education,
hobbies and interests – companies can achieve
more relevant testing. This enables you to find
issues before you launch.
n

I dentifies Edgy Use-Cases: In terms of SoLoMo
– when users are consuming applications on
hundreds of different combinations of carriers,
devices and operating systems – almost all of the
defects found can be classified as “fringe usecases.” Without a real-world component to your
testing, these issues will be virtually impossible
to discover.

n

 cales rapidly: Unlike most QA solutions,
S
in-the-wild testing can be used where and when
it is needed most, requiring very little setup
time. This benefits companies whose testing
requirements change frequently, particularly
those adhering to an agile framework, which
is common for dev teams in the SoLoMo space.

The Fundamental Premise is This:
If your users are going to be spread around the
country or world, using different hardware and
software configurations, and using your app under
less-than-ideal conditions, so should some of your
testing. Said differently, your testing should mimic your
user base. The feedback to this simple ideal has been
amazingly positive, and has resulted in a lot of “Aha!”
head slapping from top tech execs.
In the coming years, tech execs will spend millions
of dollars and countless hours trying to improve app
quality in the age of SoLoMo. Many will continue to
think in terms of the past and focus solely on the
tools and training in the QA lab. Others will see the
path of least resistance (and greater results) and
move a portion of their testing into the wild.
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A workaround was quickly found.

Insights On Deploying
A Mobile Testing Strategy

STP Online Summits are live topic-specific events that
are delivered entirely online for three and a half hours
per day over three consecutive days. The speakers present
their sessions live in real time, right on your computer screen.
You can listen to and watch their presentations, as well
as ask questions and get instant answers. You will also
be able to network with your fellow participants through
an STP Crew that will be facilitated by our summit host
and panel of speakers.
Why Attend?
n Summit programs are created for testers, by testers.
n No travel required.
n Network and interact live with speakers and participants.
n Sessions are spread out over three days in order to minimize the

impact on your daily schedule.
Date

Time

Topic

6/5/12 – 6/7/12

10:00am – 1:30 pm PT

Mobile Devices and Applications: What’s the Same,
What’s Different, and What That Means for Testing

For more information email info@softwaretestpro.com or call 877.257.9531

w w w . s o f t w a r e t estpro.com/onlinesummit

